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D.A.V. Airoli celebrated 75th Independence Day in a special way as it was the first gala celebration after a 

long spell of the pandemic. The day started with the flag hoisting ceremony. The Principal who has always 

been a visionary leader and beacon of light for the school, Mrs. Suruchi Kataria, enlightened the august 

audience present with her words of wisdom by wishing everyone the 75 years of Independence and  

congratulating the super achievers, parents and teachers for the benchmark achievements in the board class 

results . She also pondered upon the challenges everyone had to go through during the lockdown period and 

motivated the teachers to work diligently to fill the learning gaps and urged the parents to extend their full 

support for the same. She also encouraged everyone to take care of the environment which has become 

more imperative to avoid situations like the pandemic.  

 The highlight of the day was the felicitation ceremony of the toppers from classes 10th and 12th of the batch 

2021-22.  Besides this, there   were an array of programmes for the day which included  an instrumental 

rendition of the Vande Matram and a plethora of melodious and synchronized music and dance 

presentations full of patriotic verve showcasing the undying  positive spirit of our great nation after the 

turbulent times of the pandemic.  The students of primary and secondary classes pledged their  allegiance 

to our beloved motherland through these mesmerizing patriotic presentations.  

The entire ceremony ended on an optimistic note filling every heart present with a sense of pride for our  

magnificent heritage, spectacular legacy and gratitude for the freedom fighters who had sacrificed 

everything for this great nation. It was indeed also a  glorious celebration of hope  and optimism after the  

challenging times our nation and the world had to face during the pandemic times. It was the most 

memorable celebration of 75 years of Indian Independence by D.A.V. Airoli family.  
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